Former Merrell Barracks and the surrounding area today
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Main entrance of former Merrell Barracks, now housing the Federal Agency for Immigration

Former Merrell from the west, in the background Congress Hall
Former Merrell from the east

“Pizzeria Americana” on the opposite side of the main entrance

“Große Straße” to the south, former U.S. airfield

Zeppelin Grand Stand (Soldier Field)
Inside Zeppelin Grand Stand

“Ehrenhalle” (Hall of Honor) at Luitpoldhain

“Ehrenhalle”

Steps of the tribune at Luitpoldhain, in the background information panel about the Nazi past of the place

Luitpoldhain

Power station for the Nazi party rallies at Regensburger Straße (see remnants of eagle to the left), now a “Burger King”
Inside “Burger King” restaurant

Drive thru counter of “Burger King”

Alamo in Franconia: The colors of Nuremberg and the U.S.A. flying on a balcony in the southern part of town

rijo

Link to a history of the Nuremberg Military Post*
Link to a survey* among former U.S. servicemen in Nuremberg
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